
Harmony Highlights
For Wildcat Families

                         Save the Date!
February 2 -   Saturday Intervention Program  9:00-11:00
February 5 -   NAEP Assessment/4th Grade 9:00-11:00 & 12:45-2:45                                                                                               
                      GMAS Parent Informational Meeting   6:00 pm
February 7 -   PTA Fun Run

          9:00-10:00 4th & 5th Grades
          10:00-11:00 2nd & 3rd Grades
          1:00-2:00  Kindergarten & 1st Grades

February 8 -   PTA Board Meeting 9:00 am
          PTA Committee Meeting 10:30 am

February 9 -   Saturday Intervention Program 9:00-11:00
February 15 - Student/Teacher Holiday OR Inclement Weather Make-up 
February 18 - Student Holiday

          Spirit Night @ Chuck E. Cheese 3:00-9:00
February 20 - Early Release for Parent Teacher Conferences  12:45
February 21 - Early Release for Parent Teacher Conferences  12:45
February 23 - Saturday Intervention Program  9:00-11:00  
February 27 - Spring Picture Day     
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Research clearly shows reading at home as a family is a key element in children’s 
academic success from kindergarten through middle school. Yet in this world of 
technology, many times, a child is playing a game, posting something or watching a 
video which is showing adverse effects on children’s academic achievement.  
1. What’s “Just Right”? Children feel confident and competent when they read 
books that are “just right.” But how do you find a “just right” book? Have your 
child read the back and front cover, and the first page of the book. If there are 
more than five words that he cannot pronounce or understand in context, the book 
may be too challenging. Be supportive about finding a more perfect fit. Choosing 
the right book will help your little reader feel successful.
2. Map it Out- Be a GPS. It’s important to provide your children with a variety 
of fiction and non-fiction reading. A fun way to do this is to get a map and show 
her the way from your house to the grocery store or another familiar destination. 
Have your child write out the directions, street by street, and then read them to 
you as you walk or drive to the store – like a living GPS!
3. Card Tricks. Do you think effective reading only takes place at libraries and 
bookstores? Think again! There are reading opportunities everywhere. Go to a 
greeting card store with your child and read the greeting cards together. Later, 
vote for the ones whose words convey the best birthday wish or get-well 
sentiment.
4. Picture This! During your next outing or gathering, take action-packed photos, 
then have your child create captions to go with each picture. Assemble the 
pictures and captions in a picture book or album, and add speech and thought 
bubbles to create a personalized — and probably hysterical — graphic novel.
5. Last Comic Standing. Take time to read comic strips together. Share 
favorites from your own childhood and have your child put his favorites on the 
fridge. Read them aloud, and often — repetition is a great way to build reading 
skills. Soon, he’ll love looking forward to the “Sunday funnies” each week.
6. Become a Fan. Your reader will soon develop a love for particular authors and 
illustrators. Nurture her fan-ship by helping write a letter to a favorite author. 
Many authors have their own websites with contact information. You can also 
contact the book’s publisher, the mailing address for which can often be found on 
the back of the title page or on the publisher’s website.

               Adapted from: 
https://www.scholastic.com/parents/books-and-reading/reading-resources/develo
ping-reading-skills/reading-tips-parents.html on January 23, 2019
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Check out the art in the media center! Both 2nd and 5th grade students studied 
architecture in different parts of the world. 2nd graders created English cottages 
and 5th graders created Ndebele houses of South Africa. 
Students are working on the following in the art classroom:
K – literacy and art
1st –pottery and painting artist Jim Dine
2nd – paper sculture
3rd – landscape and spacial concepts
4th – action and movement and gesture drawing
5th – pottery
I am ALWAYS looking for parent volunteers. If you have some free time to 
give, please contact me directly – I can use the extra hands. 
maryann_craig@gwinnett.k12.ga.us. 
 
Creatively Yours in Art Education, Maryann Craig

The Harmony Science Fair was fabulous!  All of the projects are on exhibit in the media center until 
2/8/19 if you would like to see what Harmony scientists can do.  The Gwinnett County Science and 
Engineering Fair will be held on February 22 at the Infinite Energy Arena and Harmony’s top 3 young 
scientists will be there with their winning exhibits that evening at 5:00-7:00pm.  The public is welcome. 
You can see the middle and high school exhibits from all of Gwinnett.   This year’s event includes an 
Elementary Robotics Project Showcase highlighting the work of our elementary FIRST LEGO League 
teams from Gwinnett County Public Schools. The Harmony RoboCat team will bring our robots.  We 
would love to see you there.  
Science Fair winners from Harmony are
5th grade- 1st Trinity Lee, 2nd Brian Gravitt, 3rd Ronald Mensah-Bonsu,                                                        
honorable mention – Ariel Rodriguez, Addie Pirkle, Emma Dorsey, Hailey Howard, Brooklyn Miller, 
Lacey Johnson, Camila Mureno
4th grade – 1st Sadie Callan, 2nd Brody Baker, 3rd Zachary Orwin with help from Liam O’Hagan and Max 
Theriault, honorable mention – Sophia Madrid
3rd grade – 1st Kimberly Chu, 2nd Krista Kemp, 3rd Anna Kellogg                                               
honorable mention – Winston Floyd     
These three students are invited to the county science fair to represent Harmony Elementary    
Trinity Lee, Sadie Callan and Kimberly Chu. 
 Congratulations to all!
    
Scientifically yours,                                                                    
Mary McElroy               

Science



In music specials, we are continuing to expand our rhythms, improvising on the barred 
instruments, performing at the end of class, and exploring new ways to make music together as a 
class. We are also incorporating movement by mirroring each other and listening to the music.

Kindergarten is continuing to learn how to read rhythm using body percussion or on instruments, 
identify low and high sounds, tempo, and dynamics. They are also learning how to move with the 
music by mirroring each other. 

First grade is continuing to learn how to read rhythms by clapping and reading pre-notation 
symbols using body percussion or instruments. They are also exploring how to play on the barred 
instruments. Students are also learning how to move together as a class and with a partner.

Second and Third grade is continuing to learn more about rhythms and learning how to improvise 
on their instruments. We are currently learning how to expand one song into a performance to 
perform for their classroom teachers. 

Fourth and Fifth grade is continuing to learn more about rhythms, expand their technique in 
playing on instruments, and collaborating as a class to create a big piece. Students are also learning 
how to read notes on the music staff and is preparing to learn how to read and play on their 
instruments.

February is HEART month! We will be having our Kids 
Heart Challenge Event here at Harmony during PE class. 
This event was formerly known as Jump Rope for Heart. 
Our kick-off for the Kids Heart Challenge will be Tuesday, 
February 19th. Our students will be learning all about what 
they can do to keep their hearts healthy, take their own 
health challenge and learn how they can help others by 
collecting donations for the American Heart Association. 
Look for more information to come home soon!!!!

Stay Fit and Active,
Camille Ayers-HES PE Specialist
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Please check your teacher’s eCLASS page weekly and look at her 
newsletter to stay updated on what is going on in the classroom.  Also, 
take a look at the activities and links they have on their page. Check out 
all of the features available to your child/children on the student portal. 
The portal offers over 1,000 eBooks for your child/children to read. It 
also has Math games and other databases to help with research and 
learning.

If you haven’t already, please sign up for Class Dojo with your 
child’s teacher to get updates. You will also receive school updates and 
events. If you have any questions, please contact Kyle Flemish (Local 
School Technology Coordinator).

Gifted Enrichment
What a thrill it has been to get to know the Focus students of Harmony in 
their enrichment classes with me during the month of January. I will be here 
through most of March and Mrs. Lee and I have some exciting things planned 
for us to do. Here is a quick look by grade levels at February, if you have any 
questions please feel free to contact me.
Second grade – Reader’s Theater, and Inferences through Poetry.
Third – Fifth grade – Complete projects on Anti-Bullying, Mysteries & 
“Crime Scene” investigations (making predictions) and a fun twist on Poetry.

Sabrina Couch
Substitute Teacher
For Tina Lee 
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Flu levels are still extremely high in Georgia at this time.  It’s 
not too late to get your flu shot!  Please keep in mind that if 
your student has a fever, they must remain at home until 
they are fever free for 24 hours without the use of fever 
reducers.  This helps us to keep the spread of flu and other 
illnesses to a minimum.  Hand washing and covering a 
cough is a must as well! 

Parenting in the Digital World

February 19, 2019 from 6:30 – 8:00 p.m. at

This is a great opportunity for parents and students in our cluster. Parents will hear from 
experts in the field about current apps, trends, and tips. Students will also have the 
opportunity to learn about making smart choices online. Please check our website for 
registration information.

For Students:

 K - 2nd: These young friends will watch a movie in another room.
3rd - 5th: High school leaders and Coach Jarvis will discuss how students can make smart 
choices online and why it’s important.
Middle and High School students are encouraged to attend with their parents to hear the 
panel of experts and the resources shared.
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Read Across America Week is coming to Harmony! 

We will celebrate the joys of all kinds of reading during the week of February 25 - March 1, 
2019.  Students will have the opportunity to participate in special reading activities in the 
Harmony Media Center.  We will highlight different authors and genres throughout the week.

Our Read Across America celebration will culminate with our Storybook Character Parade on 
March 1. Start planning your costumes now! We will also host a special visit from the Gwinnett 
County Public Schools’ Book Mobile that morning.  Every Harmony student will get to choose a 
book from the Book Mobile to add to their personal library.

These chilly days are perfect for curling up with a good book!  Thanks for supporting your 
child’s efforts to become a lifelong reader.  

Beth Friese
Harmony Elementary School Media Specialist

These are the final 3 of the five essential questions for asking good questions:
 
The question “Is it good enough” gets at the concepts of estimation and precision. Is it good 
enough to say that .99 repeating is close enough to 1 to say that they are equal? Asking this 
question requires that students pay attention to units and attend to precision both numerically 
and linguistically.“Does this make sense?” is a great question to ask at every step of the 
process, from choosing a path forward (“Does it make sense to add here?”) to the final answer 
(“Does that answer make sense?”) and gives kids the opportunity to pause, take stock and 
exercise judgment. Sometimes, of course, the answer to this question is going to be, “No,” and 
wrong answers can be just as useful as the right ones, Danielson argues, because, “A 
classroom climate that only values right answers is less likely to encourage students to 
persevere.” Finally, the question, “What’s going on here?” helps kids look for the underlying 
structure of a problem. For example, “If you know that n is a whole number, then 2n is an even 
number and 2n + 1 is an odd number. What’s more, the expression 2n + 1 represents all odd 
numbers. This is the power of looking for and making use of structure — representing infinitely 
many things in a single short expression.”
 
Lahey, Jessica. “This is why it’s so hard to help with your kid’s math homework.” The 
Washington Post 15 May 2018. Retrieved from Washingtonpost.com 27 Nov. 2018 8
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